
Plymouth City Championships 

Venue: Plymouth Life Centre 

Dates: Sunday 16th October 2016 /Saturday 22nd October 2016 / Sunday 23rd October 2016 

Closing date: Friday 16th September 2016 

Competition type: Open Meet 

Open too: All swimmers who did not compete to a National standard in 2015/2016 Season, and 

swimmers who are not faster than the Meet Pack cut off times. 

Alternative Meet: If swimmers are ineligible for this meet, they should enter the Exeter City Level 2 

Meet - details to follow at a later date.  

Squads: Junior Development (with Coach recommendation and approval), Junior Squad (All 

swimmers who wish to pursue competitive swimming should look to enter), Senior squad (All 

swimmers who wish to compete this season should look to enter), Masters swimmers (Any masters 

who wish to add this to their competition plans around Septembers Masters competitions) 

Relays: There are relay events in this competition, picked from entered swimmers. With enough 

entries we will look to contest these. 

Target: To gain experience for younger swimmers, for more experienced to provide an opportunity 

to qualify for Devon County ASA meets and South West Regional Short Course Meets. 

Entries: All entries can be handed to myself or Competition Secretary Karen Crews, feel free to email 

them too me at Polar1990@gmail.com as well.  

Coaches Pass: Each entry (per swimmer, not event) will need to pay an additional £2 so that we can 

get coaches passes to allow myself, and hopefully some of the other coaches onto poolside during 

the competition.   

 

Hello all,  

 Welcome to a new season and the first competitive competition of the year. Plymouth City 

Championships is always a great way to start the season, and with gala licensing laws tightening, and 

most competitions later in the season now requiring qualifying times from licensed competitions, 

this becomes one of the few opportunities for swimmers to qualify for the Devon Championships 

early in 2017. Last season we had a growing interest in competing as the year developed, but 

because swimmers didn't enter Plymouth Cities entering other competitions was difficult, and many 

swimmers who were of the required standard for county swimming missed out. So, I must stress 

how important this competition is if you wish to compete seriously this season. Last year this 

competition really built strong foundations for success, and many of our swimmers who raced in this 

one went on to higher and higher levels as the season progressed, so it's a great way to get started.  



As ever, entries in open meets have an entry fee and so it's completely up to you what you wish to 

enter. I'm currently undergoing further coaching qualifications, doing a lot of work with other 

coaches and so have a growing understanding of what is advisable for each age group to be looking 

at swimming. I hope to hold a meeting for parents and swimmers in the next few weeks, in which I'll 

explain the reasoning further but for now and as something to think about until then I'd recommend 

the following: 

 

 

Junior Development swimmers: 

 

Enter one or two events as per coach’s recommendation (Terry, Sara and Alan will all be able to give 

an indication to individuals as to which events they are ready for.  

Junior Squad swimmers: 

This is where it gets a little bit more structured. Swimmers up to 14 years should look to enter the 

following: 

50s/100s on all strokes +any 200s they wish to try, 200IM and one of 400 

free/400IM/800Free/1500Free. 

That's an 11+ race programme over 3 days, but allows them to develop all four strokes, gain a 

proficiency in 200IM, which is considered one of the most important events, and a knowledge of 

race tactics over longer distances. I'll explain this more fully in the meetings to come.  

Senior swimmers:  

15+ year old swimmers will now be specialising onto their preferred strokes and distances, but it is 

still worth experimenting with other strokes early in the season. I'd advise all the 50s and all the 

100s plus any other events that are 200+ the competitor wishes to pursue. It's early season, so the 

right time to try something new.  

Masters swimmers:  

I'm sure you don't need much advice from me, but I'm happy to discuss event's as I'm sure John and 

Tony will be should you wish to have a conversation. 

It is completely up to the individual what they wish to swim, but the above will provide them with 

the best platform to learn, develop and open doors to further competitions.  If anyone wants to 

discuss the competition with me, feel free to send me an email or catch me on poolside.  

Hope to see lots of you enter, see you at training! 

Iain 

Head Coach 


